Several cavities of simple geometry that support two or more harmonic rf frequencies have been designed. The fields from these cavities are superimposed to form nonsinusoidal waveforms which have important applications in optimized bunchers, high brightness linacs, and storage rings. These cavities are compared in the areas of R/Q, peak surface electric and magnetic fields, and power di ssi pation.
Introduction
Very high brightness electron guns have been designed and built [1] , yet the beam brightness has always degraded one to two orders of magnitude as it passes through a linear accelerator. This degradation is mainly caused by the phase dependence of the longitudinal and transverse forces of the accelerating rf mode; but for intense beams, space charge effects and higher order modes (HOM's) also significantly contribute to the degradation. These problems can be reduced by the use of high gradient, harmonically resonant cavities. We superimpose the fields of a TMO10-like fundamental nmde with those of a harmonic mode to flat-top the cavity voltage gain versus phase. This leads to a greatly enhanced phase acceptance with no beam degradation. For example, using only a single frequency to accelerate the beam, a 50 bunch would yield a 0.1% energy spread. In contrast, a harmonically resonant cavity using a third harmonic mode with an optimized amplitude, can accept a 370 bunch and give the same 0.1% energy spread (Fig. 1) .
Although a principal use of harmonically resonant cavities will be in an injector (where B < 1), the discussion in this paper will be limited to the case where = 1.
In the high energy regime, the principal cause of beam degradation is the phase dependence of the voltage gain. have concentrated on third harmonic modes since these waste less than half the fundamental acceleration energy that a second harmonic wastes; and we have extended our study to include TMO11-like and TMO21-like modes that retain large harmonic R/Q values in a reasonably long cavity (Fig. 2) . These changes will give us harmonically resonant cavities capable of achieving high acceleration gradients with relatively high efficiency.
Cavity Geometry
The general design for the cavities is shown in Fig. 3 . The cavities are all smooth and of simple geometry. The outer surface was kept fully rounded to minimize the likelihood of one-point multipacting [4, 5] . The beam pipe aperture was kept as large as is consistent with containing the harmonic mode, to help control undesired HOM's. The dimensions for three cavities are given in Table I .
We have designed a third harmonic cavity using a TM021-like mode, a second harmonic cavity using a TM011-like mode and, for general interest, a second and third harmonic cavity using the TMO20-like and TMO30-like modes. A third harmonic cavity using the TM011-like mode was also designed, but was not included since it was inferior to our TMO21-like third harmonic cavity. The computer code URMEL [6] was used to model the various cavity characteristics. 
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walls, and Q is the cavity quality factor. E ak and Hpe k are the maximum electric and magnetic fieldsP ound in the cavity surface.
The power dissipated on the cavity walls has been included for copper cavities at room temperature. For cogparison, niobium at 40K dissipates a factor of 10 less power. The maximum surface fields versus location are given for cavity #1 in Fig. 4 . Cavities 2 and 3 have the advantage of wider phase acceptances due to the harmonics used. Nevertheless, using a second harmonic (cavity #2) to flat-top the rf for an accelerator cavity requires that 25% of the fundamental acceleration energy be dumped into the decelerating harmonic, while a third harmonic system (cavity #1) only wastes 11% of the energy. A second and third harmonic system (cavity #3) wastes a large 37% of the fundamental energy.
Cavity #1 is clearly superior in power dissipation and peak surface fields due to its high fundamental R/Q and due to the lower harmonic field amplitude in a third harmonic cavity.
Tuning, rf System and HOM's We abandoned the quest for independent tuning of the modes in favor of a simpler solution. The TM010-like fundamental mode has a concentration of magnetic field at the cavity equator (position A in Fig. 3 ), while its electric field is very weak there. Conversely, an antisymmetric harmonic mode has a strong electric field and a weak magnetic field at the equator.
Thus, a tuning plunger located at the cavity equator will tune both the fundamental and the harmonic, but in opposite directions. A second tuning method is necessary to give us complete control over the two modes. A longitudinal compression or expansion of the cavity will shift the frequency of the anti -symmetri c harmonic mode much more strongly than the fundamental, since the harmonic mode is much more sensitive to changes in cavity length than the fundamental mode. This compression tuner could tune the harmonic frequency to its proper value after the tuning plunger properly set the fundamental frequency. 
Summary and Conclusion
The choice between cavities depends on the particular application. In each case an antisymmetric harmonic mode is preferred for its usefulness in tuning and rf monitoring and, in accelerator cavities, for its potential in achieving high voltage gains.
A third harmonic is preferred as an accelerator cavity for its efficiency, while a second harmonic is preferred as a buncher for its greater phase acceptance. Specifically, cavity #1 seems best suited to an accelerator cavity, cavity #2 to buncher applications, and cavity #3 appears to be too complicated for practical use.
Harmonically resonant cavities have the di sadvantages of being more compl i cated, and somewhat less efficient, than single frequency cavities.
Nevertheless, in those cases where a wider phase acceptance is deemed necessary, these cavities offer an easy solution.
The ability of these cavities to accept large bunches with high field gradients in a single cell structure could be a powerful aid to achieving high brightness beams.
